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Raven Transcending Fear is part memoir, part
self-help guide. It’s the authors' raw and
personal story of childhood abuse and diving
deep into her terror before ultimately getting
comfortable with fear and transcending it.
Through this memoir, readers will go on the
journey with her as Terri moves from a life
ruled by fear to fearlessness.

Terri Kozlowski is a proud Native American warrior: Athabascan; Tlinglet Tribe -
Raven Clan. She journeyed through the pain of child sexual abuse and utter fear of
life after her mother abandoned her, at the age of 11, on the streets of
Albuquerque. Rediscovering her true path in life, one of joy and love, she learned to
transcend the fear that the egoic mind keeps bringing to the forefront of our lives.
Terri is now a successful soul coach whose mission is to inspire others to master
their fear.  Listen to her podcast, Soul Solutions, on all podcast stations.  

"What a beautifully written book. The author Terri
Kozlowski's spiritual journey is transformational. I so
enjoyed each page, each chapter, each lesson provided in
this thought-provoking book. Life is about growth. Healing,
helping, and guiding your spirit are key to health and
happiness. Success is an inside job, and this book will aid
your Spirit on your own personal journey. A great read, I
highly recommend it."
~ Dr. Eric Kaplan, three-time #1 best-selling author.
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About the Author: 

Praise for Raven Transcending Fear:

www.TerriKozlowski.com  or Terri@TerriKozlowski.com

Marketing & Publicity:
Internet marketing campaign through author's blog
(www.TerriKozlowski.com) and podcast
(www.SoulSolutionsPodcast.com).  
Guest appearances and interviews on the following
podcasts: Future Proof Career, The Resiliency Factor,
Visualise You, Life & Leadership A Conscious Journey,
Comfort Kills, Drop the Aspiring Act, The Roller Coaster,
Refusing to Drown, Peace with Pain, The Journey Podcast,
Relatively Damaged, It's Okay to Love Yourself, The
Crowntalk Podcast, Focused on Forward, Women Inspired
Growth, Women Over 50: A Life Redesigned , and more. 

A journey to overcome fear & limiting beliefs.


